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Abstract Support vector machines (SVMs) have played a key role in broad classes 
of problems arising in various fields. Much more recently, SVMs have 
become the tool of choice for problems arising in data classification and 
mining. This paper emphasizes some recent developments that the au
thor and his colleagues have contributed to such as: generalized SVMs ( a 
very general mathematical programming framework for SVMs), smooth 
SVMs ( a smooth nonlinear equation representation of SVMs solvable 
by a fast Newton method), Lagrangian SVMs (an unconstrained La
grangian representation of SVMs leading to an extremely simple itera
tive scheme capable of solving classification problems with millions of 
points) and reduced SVMs ( a reetangular kerne! classifier that utilizes 
as little as 1% of the data). 

1. lntroduction 

This paper describes four recent developments, one theoretical, three 
algorithmic, all centered on support vector machirres (SVMs). SVMs 
have become the tool of choice for the fundamental classification problern 
of machirre learning and data mining. We briefly outline these four 
developments now. 

In Section 2 new formulations for SVMs are given as convex math
ematical programs which are often quadratic or linear programs. By 
setting apart the two functions of a support vector machine: separa
tion of points by a nonlinear surface in the original space of patterns, 
and maximizing the distance between separating planes in a higher di-
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mensional space, we are able to define indefinite, possibly discontinuous, 
kernels, not necessarily inner product ones, that generate highly nonlin
ear separating surfaces. Maximizing the distance between the separating 
planes in the higher dimensional space is surrogated by support vector 
suppression, which is achieved by minimizing any desired norm of sup
port vector multipliers. The norm may be one induced by the separation 
kernel if it happens to be positive definite, or a Euclidean or a polyhe
dral norm. The latter norm leads to a linear program whereas the former 
norms lead to convex quadratic programs, all with an arbitrary separa
tion kernel. A standard support vector machine can be recovered by 
using the same kernel for separation and support vector suppression. 

In Section 3 we apply smoothing methods, extensively used for solv
ing important mathematical programming problems and applications, to 
generate and solve an unconstrained smooth reformulation of the support 
vector machine for pattern classification using a completely arbitrary 
kernel. We term such reformulation a smooth support vector machine 
(SSVM). A fast Newton-Armijo algorithm for solving the SSVM con
verges globally and quadratically. Numerical results and comparisons 
demonstrate the effectiveness and speed of the algorithm. For example, 
on six publicly available datasets, tenfold cross validation correctness of 
SSVM was the highest compared with four other methods as well as the 
fastest. 

In Section 4 an implicit Lagrangian for the dual of a simple refor
mulation of the standard quadratic program of a linear support vector 
machine is proposed. This leads to the minimization of an unconstrained 
differentiable convex function in a space of dimensionality equal to the 
number of classified points. This problem is solvable by an extremely 
simple linearly convergent Lagrangian support vector machine (LSVM) 
algorithm. LSVM requires the inversion at the outset of a single matrix 
of the order of the much smaller dimensionality of the original input 
space plus one. The full algorithm is given in this paper in 11 lines of 
MATLAB code without any special optimization tools such as linear or 
quadratic programming solvers. This LSVM code can be used "as is" to 
solve classification problems with millions of points. 

In Section 5 an algorithm is proposed which generates a nonlinear 
kernel-based separating surface that requires as little as 1% of a large 
dataset for its explicit evaluation. To generate this nonlinear surface, 
the entire dataset is used as a constraint in an optimization problem 
with very few variables corresponding to the 1% of the data kept. The 
remainder of the data can be thrown away after solving the optimiza
tion problem. This is achieved by making use of a rectangular m x m 
kernel K(A, A') that greatly reduces the size of the quadratic program 
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to be solved and simplifies the characterization of the nonlinear sepa
rating surface. Here, the m rows of A represent the original m data 
points while them rows of A represent a greatly reduced m data points. 
Computational results indicate that test set correctness for the reduced 
support vector machine (RSVM), with a nonlinear separating surface 
that depends on a small randomly selected portion of the dataset, is 
better than that of a conventional support vector machine (SVM) with 
a nonlinear surface that explicitly depends on the entire dataset, and 
much better than a conventional SVM using a small random sample of 
the data. Computational times, as well as memory usage, are much 
smaller for RSVM than that of a conventional SVM using the entire 
dataset. 

A word about our notation. All vectors will be column vectors unless 
transposed to a row vector by a prime superscript 1• For a vector x 
in the n-dimensional real space Rn, the plus function x+ is defined as 
(x+)i = max {0, Xi}, i = 1, ... , n, while x* denotes the step function 
defined as (x*)i = 1 if Xi > 0 and (x*)i = 0 if Xi :::; 0, i = 1, ... , n. The 
scalar (inner) product of two vectors x andy in the n-dimensional real 
space Rn will be denoted by x'y and the p-norm of x will be denoted by 
llxllp· If x'y = 0, we than write x ..l y. For a matrix A E Rmxn, Ai is the 
ith row of A which is a row vector in Rn. A column vector of ones of 
arbitrary dimension will be denoted by e. For A E Rmxn and BE Rnxl, 
the kernel K(A, B) maps Rmxn X Rnxl into Rmxl. In particular, if x and 
yare column vectors in Rn then, K(x', y) is a real number, K(x', A') is a 
row vector in Rm and K(A, A') is an m x m matrix. Iff is a real valued 
function defined on the n-dimensional real space Rn, the gradient of f at 
xis denoted by V f(x) which is a row vector in Rn and then x n Hessian 
matrix of second partial derivatives off at xis denoted by V 2 f(x). The 
base of the natural logarithm will be denoted by E. 

2. The Generalized Support Vector Machine 
(GSVM) [25] 

We consider the problem of classifying m points in the n-dimensional 
real space Rn, represented by the m x n matrix A, according to member
ship of each point Ai in the classes +1 or -1 as specified by a given m x m 
diagonal matrix D with ones or minus ones along its diagonal. For this 
problem the standard support vector machine with a linear kernel AA' 
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[38, 11 J is given by the following for some v > 0: 

mm ve'y + 
(w,")',y)ERn+l+m 

s.t. D(Aw- er) + y e 
y > 0. 

Here w is the normal to the bounding planes: 

x'w 
x'w 

' +1 
' = -1, 

(1) 

(2) 

and 1 determines their location relative to the origin. The first plane 
above bounds the class + 1 points and the second plane bounds the class 
-1 points when the two classes are strictly linearly separable, that is 
when the slack variable y = 0. The linear separating surface is the plane 

x'w=r, (3) 

midway between the bounding planes (2). See Figure 1. If the classes 
are linearly inseparable then the two planes bound the two classes with 
a "soft margin" determined by a nonnegative slack variable y, that is: 

x'w 
x'w 

r + Yi > +1, for x' = Ai and Dii = +1, 
r Yi < -1, for x' = Ai and Dii = -1. 

(4) 

The 1-norm of the slack variable y is minimized with weight v in (1). 
The quadratic term in (1), which is twice the reciprocal of the square of 
the 2-norm distance 11 ; 112 between the two bounding planes of (2) in the 
n-dimensional space of w E Rn for a fixed 1, maximizes that distance, 
often called the "margin". Figure 1 depicts the points represented by A, 
the bounding planes (2) with margin 11; 112 , and the separating plane (3) 
which separates A+, the points represented by rows of A with Dii = +1, 
from A-, the points represented by rows of A with Dii = -1. 

In the GSVM formulation we attempt to discriminate between the 
classes +1 and -1 by a nonlinear separating surface which subsumes the 
linear separating surface (3), and is induced by some kernel K(A, A'), 
as follows: 

K(x', A')Du = ,, (5) 

where K(x',A') E Rm, e.g. K(x',A') = x'A for the linear separating 
surface (3) and w = A' Du. The parameters u E Rm and 1 E R are 
determined by solving a mathematical program, typically quadratic or 
linear. In special cases, such as the standard SVM (13) below, u can be 
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Figure 1. The bounding planes (2) with margin 11 ,;112 , and the plane (3) separat
ing A+, the points represented by rows of A with D;; = +1, from A-, the points 
represented by rows of A with D;; = -1. 

interpreted as a dual variable. A point x E Rn is classified in class + 1 
or -1 according to whether the decision function 

(K(x', A')Du- !)*, (6) 

yields 1 or 0 respectively. Here (-)* denotes the step function defined 
in the Introduction. The kernel function K(x', A') implicitly defines 
a nonlinear map from x E Rn to some other space z E Rk where k 
may be much larger than n. In particular if the kernel K is an inner 
product kernel under Mercer's condition [13, pp 138-140],[38, 11, 5] (an 
assumption that we will not make in this paper) then for x andy in Rn: 

K(x, y) = h(x)'h(y), (7) 

and the separating surface (5) becomes: 

h(x)'h(A')Du = /, (8) 

where h is a function, not easily computable, from Rn to Rk, and 
h(A') E Rkxm results from applying h to the m columns of A'. The 
difficulty in computing h and the possible high dimensionality of Rk 
have been important factors in using a kernel K as a generator of an 
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implicit nonlinear separating surface in the original feature space Rn but 
which is linear in the high dimensional space Rk. Our separating surface 
(5) written in terms of a kernel function retains this advantage and is 
linear in its parameters, u, 'Y· We now state a mathematical program 
that generates such a surface for a general kernel K as follows: 

mm ve'y + f(u) 
u,-y,y 
s.t. D(K(A, A')Du- e'Y) + y > e 

y > 0. 

(9) 

Here f is some convex function on Rm, typically some norm or semi
norm, and v is some positive parameter that weights the separation error 
e'y versus suppression of the separating surface parameter u. Suppres
sion of u can be interpreted in one of two ways. We interpret it here as 
minimizing the number of support vectors, i.e. constraints of (9) with 
positive multipliers. A more conventional interpretation is that of max
imizing some measure of the distance or margin between the bounding 
parallel planes in Rk, under appropriate assumptions, such as f being 
a quadratic function induced by a positive definite kernel K as in (13) 
below. As is well known, this leads to improved generalization by mini
mizing an upper bound on the VC dimension [38, 35]. 

We term a solution of the mathematical program (9) and the resulting 
decision function (6) a generalized support vector machine, GSVM. In 
what follows derive a number of special cases, including the standard 
support vector machine. 

We consider first support vector machines that include the standard 
ones [38, 11, 5] and which are obtained by setting f of (9) to be a convex 
quadratic function f(u) = where HE Rmxm is some symmetric 
positive definite matrix. The mathematical program (9) becomes the 
following convex quadratic program: 

mm 
u,,,y 
s.t. 

ve'y + 
D(K(A, A')Du- q) + y > e 

y > 0. 

The Wolfe dual [39, 22] of this convex quadratic program is: 

mm 
rERm 

s.t. 

DK(A, A')DH-1 DK(A, A')' Dr- e'r 

e'Dr 0 
0 :S r < ve. 

(10) 

(11) 

Furthermore, the primal variable u is related to the dual variable r by: 

u = H- 1DK(A,A')'Dr. (12) 
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If we assume that the kernel K(A, A') is symmetric positive definite and 
let H = DK(A, A')D, then our dual problem (11) degenerates to the 
dual problem of the standard support vector machine [38, 11, 5] with 
u=r: 

mm 
uERm 

s.t. 

DK(A, A')Du - e'u 

e'Du = 0 (13) 
0 u < ve. 

The positive definiteness assumption on K(A, A') in (13) can be relaxed 
to positive semidefiniteness while maintaining the convex quadratic pro
gram (10), with H = DK(A, A')D, as the direct dual of (13) without 
utilizing (11) and (12). The symmetry and positive semidefiniteness of 
the kernel K(A, A') for this version of a support vector machine is con
sistent with the support vector machine literature. The fact that r = u 
in the dual formulation (13), shows that the variable u appearing in the 
original formulation (10) is also the dual multiplier vector for the first set 
of constraints of (10). Hence the quadratic term in the objective function 
of (10) can be thought of as suppressing as many multipliers of support 
vectors as possible and thus minimizing the number of such support 
vectors. This is another (nonstandard) interpretation of the standard 
support vector machine that is usually interpreted as maximizing the 
margin or distance between parallel separating planes. 

This leads to the idea of using other values for the matrix H other 
than DK(A, A')D that will also suppress u. One particular choice is 
interesting because it puts no restrictions on K: no symmetry, no positive 
definiteness or semidefiniteness and not even continuity. This is the 
choice H = I in (10) which leads to a dual problem (11) with H = I 
and u = DK(A, A')' Dr as follows: 

min 
rERm 

s.t. 

e'r 

e'Dr - 0 (14) 
0 r < ve. 

We note immediately that K(A, A')K(A, A')' is positive semidefinite 
with no assumptions on K(A, A'), and hence the above problem is an 
always solvable convex quadratic program for any kernel K(A, A'). In 
fact by the Frank-Wolfe existence theorem [15], the quadratic program 
(10) is solvable for any symmetric positive definite matrix H because 
its objective function is bounded below by zero. Hence by quadratic 
programming duality its dual problem (11) is also solvable. Any solution 
of (10) can be used to generate a nonlinear decision function (6). Thus we 
are free to choose any symmetric positive definite matrix H to generate 
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a support vector machine. Experimentation will be needed to determine 
what are the most appropriate choices for H. 

By using the 1-norm instead of the 2-norm a linear programming 
formulation for the GSVM can be obtained. We refer the interested 
reader to [25]. 

We turn our attention now to an efficient method for generating SVMs 
based on smoothing ideas that have already been effectively used to solve 
various mathematical programs [7, 8, 6, 9, 10, 16, 37, 12]. 

3. SSVM: Smooth Support Vector Machines [21] 

In our smooth approach, the square of 2-norm of the slack variable 
y is minimized with weight instead of the 1-norm of y as in (1). In 
addition the distance between the planes (2) is measured in the (n + 1)
dimensional space of ( w, 1) E Rn+l, that is Measuring the 
margin in this ( n + 1 )-dimensional space instead of Rn induces strong 
convexity and has little or no effect on the problem as was shown in 
[26, 27, 21, 20]. Thus using twice the reciprocal squared of this margin 
instead, yields our modified SVM problem as follows: 

mm 
w,-y,y 

s.t. 

+ + 1 2 ) 

D(Aw - e1) + y > e 
y > 0. 

At the solution of problem (15), y is given by 

y = (e- D(Aw- e1))+, 

(15) 

(16) 

where, as defined in the Introduction,(·)+ replaces negative components 
of a vector by zeros. Thus, we can replace yin (15) by (e-D(Aw-e'Y))+ 
and convert the SVM problem (15) into an equivalent SVM which is an 
unconstrained optimization problem as follows: 

min D(Aw- + +12). (17) 
w,-y 

This problem is a strongly convex minimization problem without any 
constraints. It is easy to show that it has a unique solution. However, the 
objective function in (17) is not twice differentiable which precludes the 
use of a fast Newton method. We thus apply the smoothing techniques 
of [7, 8] and replace x+ by a very accurate smooth approximation [21, 
Lemma 2.1] that is given by p(x,a), the integral ofthe sigmoid function 
l+c1_"'"' of neural networks [23], that is 

1 
p(x, a) = x + -log(1 + c:-ax), a> 0. 

a 
(18) 
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This p function with a smoothing parameter a is used here to replace 
the plus function of (17) to obtain a smooth support vector machine 
(SSVM): 

min <I> a( w, 'Y) := 
(w,-y)ERn+l 

= min D(Aw- e'Y), a) -21 (w'w + 1'2). 
(w,-y)ERn+l 

(19) 

It can be shown [21, Theorem 2.2] that the solution of problem (15) is 
obtained by solving problem (19) with a approaching infinity. Advan
tage can be taken of the twice differentiable property of the objective 
function of (19) to utilize a quadratically convergent algorithm for solv
ing the smooth support vector machine (19) as follows. 

Algorithm 3.1 Newton-Armijo Algorithm for SSVM {19) 
Start with any (w0 , 1'0 ) E Rn+l. Having (wi, 'Yi), stop if the gradient 
of the objective function of (19) is zero, that is 'V<I>a( wi, 'Yi) = 0. Else 
compute ( wi+l, 'Yi+l) as follows: 

(i) Newton Direction: Determine direction di E Rn+l by setting 
equal to zero the linearization of'V<I>a(w,'Y) around (wi,'Yi) which 
gives n + 1 linear equations in n + 1 variables: 

(ii) Armijo Stepsize [1]: Choose a stepsize Ai E R such that: 

( wi+l, 'Yi+l) = ( wi, 'Yi) + 

where Ai = max{1, !, {:, ... } such that : 

(20) 

(21) 

<I>a(wi,'Yi)- <I>a((wi,'Yi) + (22) 

where o E (0, !). 
Note that a key difference between our smoothing approach and that 

of the classical SVM [38, 11] is that we are solving here a linear system 
of equations (20) instead of solving a quadratic program as is the case 
with the classical SVM. Furthermore, it can be shown [21, Theorem 3.2] 
that the smoothing algorithm above converges quadratically from any 
starting point. 

To obtain a nonlinear SSVM we consider the GSVM formulation (9) 
with a 2-norm squared error term on y instead of the 1-norm, and instead 
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of the convex term f(u) that suppresses u we use a 2-norm squared of 
to suppress both u and I· We obtain then: 

min 
U,"f,Y 

s.t. 

+ k(u'u + 12) 

D(K(A, A')Du- e1) + y e 
y > 0. 

(23) 

We repeat the same arguments as above, in going from (15) to (19), to 
obtain the SSVM with a nonlinear kernel K(A, A'): 

min D(K(A, A')Du- e1), a) k(u'u + 12), (24) 
U,"f 

where K(A, A') is a kernel map from Rmxn x Rnxm to Rmxm. We 
note that this problem, which is capable of generating highly nonlinear 
separating surfaces, still retains the strong convexity and differentiability 
properties for any arbitrary kernel. All of the convergence results for a 
linear kernel hold here for a nonlinear kernel [21]. 

The effectiveness and speed of the smooth support vector machine 
(SSVM) approach can be demonstrated by comparing it numerically 
with other methods. In order to evaluate how well each algorithm gen
eralizes to future data, tenfold cross-validation is performed on each 
dataset [36]. To evaluate the efficacy of SSVM, computational times of 
SSVM were compared with robust linear program (RLP) algorithm [2], 
the feature selection concave minimization (FSV) algorithm, the support 
vector machine using the 1-norm approach (SVMII·11 1 ) and the classical 
support vector machine [3, 38, 11]. All tests were run on 
six publicly available datasets: the Wisconsin Prognostic Breast Can
cer Database [31] and four datasets from the Irvine Machine Learning 
Database Repository [34]. It turned out that tenfold testing correctness 
of the SSVM was the highest for these five methods on all datasets tested 
as well as the computational speed. Detailed numerical results are given 
in [21]. 

As a test of effectiveness of the SSVM in generating a highly nonlinear 
separating surface, we tested it on the 1000-point checkerboard dataset 
of [19] depicted in Figure 2. We used the following a Gaussian kernel in 
the SSVM formulation (24): 

Gaussian Kernel : · · 1 2 3 '""' = ' ' ... m. 

The value of the parameter J.L used as well as values of the parameters v 
and a of the nonlinear SSVM (24) are all given in Figure 3 which depicts 
the separation obtained. Note that the boundaries of the checkerboard 
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are as sharp as those of [26], obtained by a linear programming solu
tion, and considerably sharper than those of [19], obtained by a Newton 
approach applied to a quadratic programming formulation. 

We turn now to an extremely simple iterative algorithm for SVMs 
that requires neither a quadratic program nor a linear program to be 
solved. 

4. LSVM: Lagrangian Support Vector Machines [28] 

We propose here an algorithm based on an implicit Lagrangian of 
the dual of a simple reformulation of the standard quadratic program of 
a linear support vector machine. This leads to the minimization of an 
unconstrained differentiable convex function in a space of dimensionality 
equal to the number of classified points. This problem is solvable by an 
extremely simple linearly convergent Lagrangian support vector machine 
(LSVM) algorithm. LSVM requires the inversion at the outset of a single 
matrix of the order of the much smaller dimensionality of the original 
input space plus one. The full algorithm is given in this paper in 11 lines 
of MATLAB code without any special optimization tools such as linear 
or quadratic programming solvers. This LSVM code can be used "as is" 
to solve classification problems with millions of points. For example, 2 
million points in 10 dimensional input space were classified by a linear 
surface in 6.7 minutes on a 250-MHz UltraSPARC II [28]. 

The starting point for LSVM is the primal quadratic formulation (15) 
of the SVM problem. Taking the dual [24] of this problem gives: 

min + D(AA' + ee')D)u- e'u. 
O:SuERm 2 V 

(25) 

The variables ( w, 1) of the primal problem which determine the separat
ing surface x'w = 1 are recovered directly from the solution of the dual 
(25) above by the relations: 

u 
w = A'Du, y = -, 1 = -e'Du. 

v 
(26) 

We immediately note that the matrix appearing in the dual objective 
function is positive definite and that there is no equality constraint and 
no upper bound on the dual variable u. The only constraint present 
is a nonnegativity one. These facts lead us to our simple iterative La
grangian SVM Algorithm which requires the inversion of a positive defi
nite ( n + 1) x ( n + 1) matrix, at the beginning of the algorithm followed 
by a straightforward linearly convergent iterative scheme that requires 
no optimization package. 
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Figure 2. Checkerboard training dataset 
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Figure 3. Gaussian kernel separation of checkerboard dataset (v = 10, a= 5, f.J, = 2) 
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Before stating our algorithm we define two matrices to simplify nota
tion as follows: 

H=D[A -e], I I Q=-+HH. 
v 

With these definitions the dual problem (25) becomes 

min f(u) := e'u. 
0:5uERm 2 

(27) 

(28) 

It will be understood that within the LSVM Algorithm, the single time 
that Q-1 is computed at the outset of the algorithm, the SMW identity 
[17] will be used: 

+ HH')- 1 = v(I- + H' H)-1 H'), 
v v 

(29) 

where vis a positive number and His an arbitrary m x k matrix. Hence 
only an ( n + 1) x ( n + 1) matrix is inverted. 

The LSVM Algorithm is based directly on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
necessary and sufficient optimality conditions [24, KTP 7.2.4, page 94] 
for the dual problem (28) which are the following: 

0 u ..l Qu - e :2: 0. (30) 

By using the easily established identity between any two real numbers 
(or vectors) a and b: 

0 a ..l b :2: 0 {::::::::} a= (a- ab)+, a > 0, (31) 

the optimality condition (30) can be written in the following equivalent 
form for any positive a: 

Qu - e = ( ( Qu - e) - au)+. (32) 

These optimality conditions lead to the following very simple iterative 
scheme which constitutes our LSVM Algorithm: 

i+1 Q-1( ((Q i ) i) ) . 0 1 u = e+ u-e-au+,z=,, ... , (33) 

for which we will establish global linear convergence from any starting 
point under the easily satisfiable condition: 

2 
0 <a<-. 

v 
(34) 

We implement this condition as a= 1.9/v in all our experiments, where 
v is the parameter of our SVM formulation (25). It turns out, and 
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this is the way that led us to this iterative scheme, that the optimal
ity condition (32), is also the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
unconstrained minimum of the implicit Lagrangian [30] associated with 
the dual problem (28): 

min L(u, a)= 
uERm 

= min !u'Qu-e'u+_!_(ll(-au+Qu-e)+II 2 -IIQu- ell 2). (35) 
uERm 2 2a 

Setting the gradient with respect to u of this convex and differentiable 
Lagrangian to zero gives 

1 1 
(Qu-e)+ -(Q- al)((Q- al)u- e)+- -Q(Qu- e) = 0, (36) 

a a 

or equivalently: 

(a!- Q)((Qu- e)- ((Q- al)u- e)+)= 0, (37) 

which is equivalent to the optimality condition (32) under the assump
tion that a is positive and not an eigenvalue of Q. 

In [28] global linear convergence of the iteration (33) under condition 
(34) is established as follows. 

Algorithm 4.1 LSVM Algorithm & Its Global Convergence {28} 
Let Q E Rmxm be the symmetric positive definite matrix defined by (27) 
and let (34) hold. Starting with an arbitrary u0 E Rm, the iterates ui of 
(33) converge to the unique solution u of (28} at the linear rate: 

A complete MATLAB [32] code of LSVM which is capable of solving 
problems with millions of points using only native MATLAB commands 
is given below in Code 4.2. The input parameters, besides A, D and v 
of (27), which define the problem, are: itmax, the maximum number of 
iterations and tal, the tolerated nonzero error in llui+1 - uill at termina
tion which can be shown [28] to constitute a bound on the distance to 
the unique solution of the problem from the current iterate. 
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Code 4.2 LSVM MATLAB Code 

function [it, opt, w, gamma] = svml(A,D,nu,itmax,tol) 
% lsvm with SMW for min 1/2*u'•Q•u-e'*u s.t. u=>O, 
% Q=I/nu+H*H', H=D[A -e] 
% Input: A, D, nu, itmax, tol; Output: it, opt, w, gamma 
% [it, opt, w, gamma] = svml(A,D,nu,itmax,tol); 

[m,n]=size(A);alpha=1.9/nu;e=ones(m,1);H=D•[A -e];it=O; 
S=H•inv((speye(n+1)/nu+H'*H)); 
u=nu•(1-S•(H'•e));oldu=u+1; 
while it<itmax & norm(oldu-u)>tol 

z=(i+pl(((u/nu+H•(H'*u))-alpha•u)-1)); 
oldu=u; 
u=nu•(z-S•(H'*z)); 
it=it+1; 

end; 
opt=norm(u-oldu);w=A'*D*u;gamma=-e'*D*u; 

function pl = pl(x); pl = (abs(x)+x)/2; 
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Using this MATLAB code, 2 million random points in 10-dimensional 
space were classified in 6. 7 minutes in 6 iterations to e- 5 accuracy using 
a 250-MHz UltraSPARC II with 2 gigabyte memory. In contrast a linear 
programming formulation using CPLEX [14] ran out of memory. Other 
favorable numerical comparisons with other methods are contained in 
[28]. 

We turn now to our final topic of extracting very effective classifiers 
from a minimal portion of a large dataset. 

5. RSVM: Reduced Support Vector Machines [20] 

In this section we describe an algorithm that generates a nonlinear 
kernel-based separating surface which requires as little as 1% of a large 
dataset for its explicit evaluation. To generate this nonlinear surface, 
the entire dataset is used as a constraint in an optimization problem 
with very few variables corresponding to the 1% of the data kept. The 
remainder of the data can be thrown away after solving the optimization 
problem. This is achieved by making use of a rectangular m x m kernel 
K(A, A') that greatly reduces the size of the quadratic program to be 
solved and simplifies the characterization of the nonlinear separating 
surface. Here as before, the m rows of A represent the original m data 
points while the m rows of A represent a greatly reduced m data points. 
Computational results indicate that test set correctness for the reduced 
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support vector machine (RSVM), with a nonlinear separating surface 
that depends on a small randomly selected portion of the dataset, is 
better than that of a conventional support vector machine (SVM) with 
a nonlinear surface that explicitly depends on the entire dataset, and 
much better than a conventional SVM using a small random sample of 
the data. Computational times, as well as memory usage, are much 
smaller for RSVM than that of a conventional SVM using the entire 
dataset. 

The motivation for RSVM comes from the practical objective of gen
erating a nonlinear separating surface (5) for a large dataset which uses 
only a small portion of the dataset for its characterization. The difficulty 
in using nonlinear kernels on large datasets is twofold. First, there is 
the computational difficulty in solving the the potentially huge uncon
strained optimization problem (24) which involves the kernel function 
K(A, A') that typically leads to the computer running out of memory 
even before beginning the solution process. For example, for the Adult 
dataset with 32562 points, which is actually solved with RSVM [20], 
this would mean a matrix with over one billion entries for a conven
tional SVM. The second difficulty comes from utilizing the formula (5) 
for the separating surface on a new unseen point x. The formula dic
tates that we store and utilize the entire data set represented by the 
32562 x 123 matrix A which may be prohibitively expensive storage
wise and computing-time-wise. For example for the Adult dataset just 
mentioned which has an input space of 123 dimensions, this would mean 
that the nonlinear surface (5) requires a storage capacity for 4,005,126 
numbers. To avoid all these difficulties and based on experience with 
chunking methods [4, 29], we hit upon the idea of using a very small 
random subset of the dataset given by m points of the original m data 
points with m < < m, that we call A and use A' in place of A' in both 
the unconstrained optimization problem (24), to cut problem size and 
computation time, and for the same purposes in evaluating the nonlinear 
surface (5). Note that the matrix A is left intact in K(A, A'), whereas A' 
has replaced A'. Computational testing results show a standard devia
tion of 0.002 or less of test set correctness over 50 random choices for A. 
By contrast if both A and A' are replaced by A and A' respectively, then 
test set correctness declines substantially compared to RSVM, while the 
standard deviation, of test set correctness over 50 cases, increases more 
than tenfold over that of RSVM. 

The justification for our proposed approach is this. We use a small 
random A sample of our dataset as a representative sample with respect 
to the entire dataset A both in solving the optimization problem (24) 
and in evaluating the the nonlinear separating surface (5). We inter-
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pret this as a possible instance-based learning [33, Chapter 8] where the 
small sample A is learning from the much larger training set A by form
ing the appropriate rectangular kernel relationship K(A, A') between 
the original and reduced sets. This formulation works extremely well 
computationally as evidenced by the computational results of [20]. 

By using the formulations described in Section 3 for the full dataset 
A E Rmxn with a square kernel K(A, A') E Rmxm, and modifying these 
formulations for the reduced dataset A E Rmxn with corresponding 
diagonal matrix D and rectangular kernel K(A,A') E Rmxm, we obtain 
our RSVM Algorithm below. This algorithm solves, by smoothing, the 
RSVM quadratic program obtained from (23) by replacing A' with A' 
as follows: 

min 
(u,'Y,y)ER"'+l+m 

s.t. 

+ + 1 2) 

D(K(A, A')Du - e1) + y 
y > 0. 

Algorithm 5.1 RSVM Algorithm 

(39) 

(i) Choose a random subset matrix A E Rmxn of the original data 
matrix A E Rmxn. Typically m is 1% to 10% ofm. 

(ii) Solve the following modified version of the SSVM (24) where A' 
only is replaced by A' with corresponding D C D: 

min_ D(K(A, A')Du- e1), + (40) 
(u,'Y)ERm+l 2 2 

which is equivalent to solving (23) with A' only replaced by A'. 

(iii) The separating surface is given by (5) with A' replaced by A' as 
follows: 

K(x', A')Du = ,, (41) 

where (u, 1) E Rm+l is the unique solution of (40), and x ERn is 
a free input space variable of a new point. 

(iv) A new input point x E Rn is classified into class + 1 or -1 depend
ing on whether the step function: 

(K(x',A')Du- 1)*, (42) 

is + 1 or zero, respectively. 
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As stated earlier, this algorithm is quite insensitive as to which subma
trix A is chosen for (40)-(41), as far as tenfold cross-validation correct
ness is concerned. In fact, another choice for A is to choose it randomly 
but only keep rows that are more than a certain minimal distance apart. 
This leads to a slight improvement in testing correctness but increases 
computational time somewhat. Replacing both A and A' in a conven
tional SVM by a randomly chosen reduced matrix A and its transpose 
A' gives poor testing set results that vary significantly with the choice 
of A. This fact can be demonstrated graphically as follows. 

The checkerboard dataset [18, 19] already used earlier, consists of 
1000 points in R2 of black and white points taken from sixteen black 
and white squares of a checkerboard. This dataset is chosen in order 
to depict graphically the effectiveness of RSVM using a random 5% of 
the given 1000-point training dataset compared to the very poor perfor
mance of a conventional SVM on the same 5% randomly chosen subset. 
Figure 4 shows the poor pattern approximating a checkerboard obtained 
by a conventional SVM using a Gaussian kernel, that is solving (23) with 
both A and A' replaced by the randomly chosen A and its transpose A' 
respectively. Test set correctness of this conventional SVM using the re
duced A and A' averaged, over 15 cases, 43.60% for the 50-point dataset, 
on a test set of 39601 points. In contrast, using our RSVM Algorithm 
4.1 on the same randomly chosen sub matrices A', yields the much more 
accurate representations of the checkerboard depicted in Figures 5 with 
corresponding average test set correctness of 96.70% on the same test 
set. 

6. Conclusion and Extensions 

We have described the important role of support vector machines in 
solving the key problem of classification that arises in data mining and 
machine learning. In particular we have described a general framework 
for support vector machines and given three highly effective algorithms 
for generating linear and nonlinear classifiers. In all our results mathe
matical programming plays key theoretical and algorithmic roles. Some 
extensions of the these ideas include multicategory classification, classifi
cation based on criteria other than belonging to a halfspace, incremental 
classification of massive streaming datasets, concurrent feature and data 
selection for optimal classification, classification based on minimal data 
subsets and multiple instance classification. 
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Figure 4. SVM: Checkerboard resulting from a randomly selected 50 points, out 
of a 1000-point dataset, and used in a conventional Gaussian kernel SVM (23) . The 
resulting nonlinear surface, separating white and black areas, generated using the 50 
random points only, depends explicitly on those points only. Correctness on a 39601-
point test set averaged 43.60% on 15 randomly chosen 50-point sets, with a standard 
deviation of 0.0895 and best correctness of 61.03% depicted above. 

Figure 5. RSVM: Checkerboard resulting from randomly selected 50 points and 
used in a reduced Gaussian kernel SVM (39). The resulting nonlinear surface, sepa
rating white and black areas, generated using the entire 1000-point dataset, depends 
explicitly on the 50 points only. The remaining 950 points can be thrown away once 
the separating surface has been generated. Correctness on a 39601-point test set 
averaged 96.7% on 15 randomly chosen 50-point sets, with a standard deviation of 
0.0082 and best correctness of 98.04% depicted above. 
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